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Future nuclear energy systems may achieve substantially lower energy 
costs than those of existing fossil energy systems and comparable 
capital costs. Such low cost nuclear energy would provide a strong 
economic incentive to minimize the use of fossil fuels. If these 
low cost nuclear energy systems emerge in the next few decades, 21st 
century civilization may be able to avert potentially disastrous CO, 
induced global climate changes. 

In the preface to the book Commonsense in Nuclear Energy ', Sir Fred Hoyle and 

Geoffery Hoyle wrote "Historians of the future may well see the discovery of nuclear 

energy as the most important event of the 20th century, important because it has 

irrevocably swept away the pre-nuclear era. Before nuclear energy the portents for 

humanity had seemed inevitably gloomy. The world population had risen by the end of 

the 19th century to a level at which energy requirements could no longer be met by 

what are nowadays called renewable resources, by wood grown in forests, and by wind 

and water. Society could only continue by making a raid on fossil fuels, first on coal, 

and then on oil. This raid was not just pernicious because it would lead to the eventual 

exhaustion of fossil fuels. It was savagely pernicious in that it served to drive up the 

world's population to higher levels still, so that the prospect was one of arriving at fuel 

exhaustion at the very moment when the population attained by far "its greatest number 

in human history. 

'Revised version of Keynote Address to Fourth International Conference on Emerging 
Nuclear Energy Systems (ICENES) to be published in proceedings. 
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"In the early years of this century there seemed no way ahead for the human 

species, no way to the stars, nothing but a disaster of fantastic dimensions, followed by 

what at best might be the village life of immediate post-medieval times. Nuclear 

energy changed this apparently hopeless situation within a couple of momentous 

decades." 

Is the Hoyle's optimism premature? Long before the exhaustion of fossil fuels, 

there may be disastrous global climate changes due to the greenhouse warming induced 

by CO, from the burning of fossil fuels. Unless the capital costs of nuclear energy can 

be substantially reduced, 21st century civilization will not be able to afford a 

sustainable energy system - which could produce both electricity and liquid synfuels -

soon enough to avert these climate changes. Nor will the capital poor third world 

nations - whose population is projected to grow in the next century to more than 75% 

of the world total - be able to afford to buy sustainable energy systems before their 

less than 25% share of the earth's fossil resources are exhausted. 

COST OF SUSTAINABLE ENERGY SYSTEMS 

At the third ICENES in Helsinki in 1983, Professor W. Hafele and his colleagues 
21 presented estimates for the timescale to build a sustainable global energy system '. 

Their conclusion was "a sustainable global energy system cannot be expected before the 

year 2100." They estimate a nuclear powered sustainable energy system would have a 

capital cost of 10,000$/capita. This cost apparently includes power plants, synfuel 

plants, distribution systems, and related infrastructure. The power plants cost less 

than half of the total. 

At 10 $ per capita, and a global population approaching 10 billion, the total capital 

cost would approach 100 trillion dollars. This is a 16-fold increase over the current 

value of the energy investment. With a capital growth rate of 2%/yr, 140 years would 

be required to achieve this 15-fold increase. 
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Three key assumptions which Hafele, et al. used to derive this conclusion are a global 

population which doubles and approaches zero growth late in the next century, a very slow 

increase in global per capita energy consumption from 2 Kw to 3 Kw, and a cost of 

3300$/Xw. 

C 0 2 INDUCED CLIMATE CHANGES 

So long as a sustainable global energy system is not affordable and has a much higher 

capital cost, a major part of the world's energy will be provided by fossil fuel combustion. 

A substantial fraction of the global energy demand will be for liquid fuels. Synfuels are 

more expensive than 30$/barrel oil, and require high capital cost production facilities. 

Most of the 21st century population increase and new energy demand is expected to 

occur in the capital poor third world '. The third world nations will depend primarily on 

low" capital cost fossil fueled power plants to industralize, just as did the industrializing 

nations of the 19th and 20th centuries. However less than 25% of the world's fossil 

resources are located in the third world. 

If these assumptions about population growth and energy consumption are correct, and 

the fraction of the total energy generated by fossil fuels continues to be more than 50%, 

then in the 21st century the rate of burning of fossil fuels and the production of CO- will 

increase by more than a factor of three. In less than 100 years the CO, concentration in 

the earth's atmosphere will double provided 50% of the CO, produced by fossil fuel 

combustion continues to be absorbed from the atmosphere. 

At the same time, if trace gases such as methane and the clorccarbons continue to 

accumulate in the atmosphere at the present rates, they will produce greenhouse warming 

comparable to that of the CO, '. 



The combined greenhouse effects of CO, and trace gases in the 21st century 

would then be equivalent to that produced by a tripling of the atmospheric CO, 

content. And if all the CO, remained in the atmosphere, then the effective CO-

content would increase fourfold. 

Long before the exhaustion of fossil fuels, the CO, produced by the burning of 

fossil fuels will create global climate changes. Computer calculations of the CO-

greenhouse effect made with sophisticated global climate modeling (GCM) codes 

predict that a doubling of the CO, in the earth's atmosphere would create immense 

"0 

Figure 1 Geographical distribution of the change in soil moisture due 
to a doubling of CO2 for the period from June to August 
(expressed as a percentage). Figure from Manabe, S. and 
Wetherald, R. T., reference 5. 

regions with 10-30% reduced soil moisture in North America, Europe, and Asia. 

Figure 1. In some of the agricultural regions soil moisture reductions of 30 to 50% are 

predicted. These drier regions are only partially compensated for by regions with 

increased moisture. If food production varies linearly with moisture, the result might 

be disastrous. 
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These calculations have many uncertainties. The CO, induced global 

temperature increases are expected to be confirmed experimentally in this century. 

If the general trend of these calculations is correct, our 21st century progeny will 

be threatened with the specter of starvation and mass migration similar to that 

suffered by millions of Africans during this decade, but on a vastly larger scale 

including billions of peoples - perhaps some nuclear armed. 

Although the farmlands of the Northern hemisphere may be parched, the sea 

coasts of the world will eventually be flooded . In a century the giant west Antarctic 

ice sheet will begin to shift, raising the level of the ocean several meters. Many of 

the great coastal cities will be flooded. 

OPTIONS 

Twenty-first century man will have both political and technological options. 

International co-operation may be limited - unless those nations that benefit from 

these climate changes have an unprecedented willingness to sacrifice their good 

fortune, those nations that lose do not resort to coercion and force, and none of the 

major powers attempt to exploit apparent opportunities. If international consensus 
71 can be achieved, global climate control might be utilized '. 

Genetic engineering may provide an important option. Agricultural plants might 

be genetically modified to adapt to reduced moisture and higher temperatures. 

A two-fold reduction in the energy and capital costs of nuclear energy systems 

would erase the present economic incentive for capital poor nations to use fossil fuels, 

and would provide a strong economic incentive to minimize fossil fuel consumption. 

Because of the high capital costs of synfuel plants this incentive will not become 

effective for liquid fuels until the price of oil increases substantially. 
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Achieving a substantially lower energy cost than those of existing fission and fossil 

systems is probably a necessary condition for the practical success of emerging 

nuclear systems. Otherwise there will not be sufficiently strong incentives to provide 

the 10 billion dollars required to develop, debug, and optimize a new type of power 

plant. However, if any emerging nuclear energy system can achieve substantially 

lower costs than the competition, then there will be compelling commercial incentives 

for its development. 

IS LOW COST NUCLEAR ENERGY FEASIBLE? 

Is it plausible that any approach to nuclear energy can ever be substantially 

cheaper than current fission and fossil energy systems? In the 1950"s, there was great 

optimism that nuclear fission energy would be much cheaper than fossil fuel energy. 

Similarly, fusion's early vision was cheap, clean, and inexhaustible. The technical 

basis for this early optimism was derived primarily from nuclear energy's million fold 

advantage over chemical fuels in energy release per gram, and secondarily from the 

conjecture that the physics of nuclear energy, including the more favorable 

thermodynamics associated with nuclear's much higher effective reaction 

temperatures, would somehow result in new low cost approaches to generating 

electricity. 

During the past 30 years this optimism has faded and disappeared. Fission as we 

now know it is more or less competitive with fossil energy, and fusion reactor 

designers are struggling to invent systems which are competitive with fission. To 

achieve cost competitiveness with fossil energy, fissions lower fuel costs are traded 

off against its additional high technology capital costs. Fusion's strategy is 

essentially the same, smaller fuel costs than fission, and larger high technology 

capita! costs. 
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Material properties have frustrated attempts to exploit nuclear energy's high 

effective source temperatures. Ultimately power plant economics is constrained by 

the properties of the materials which confine the reacting nuclear fuel, transfer the 

resulting heat, and convert this heat into electricity. So long as nuclear fission or 

fusion fuels are used as heat sources in essentially conventional power plant systems -

in effect as high technology fossil fuel - it will be difficult to achieve significantly 

lower energy costs. Decades of experience with nuclear fission power plants show 

how difficult it is to surmount these material limitations. 

Can any of the emerging nuclear fusion energy systems hope to reduce high 

technology costs to insignificant levels, and at the same time overcome these 

materials limitations? Since fusion's limitations are less well understood, I should like 

to focus on it during the remainder of this talk. 

LOW COST FUSION ENERGY SYSTEMS 

Several characteristics of a fusion energy system which could in principle have 

substantially lower costs than existing fission and fossil energy systems are fairly 

obvious. First the high technology fusion related costs must be a small fraction of the 

total cost of the power plant. Second, the recirculating power fraction should be 

minimized - ideally to less than 10%, as in coal and fission systems. Third, the cost of 

the fusion equivalent of the steam supply system (SSS) must be reduced to levels 

comparable to those of fission and ideally to levels approaching those of coal plants. 

Fourth, substantially higher electrical generating efficiencies should be achieved. 
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Fusion power plants which have these four characteristics may have roughly a 

40% cost of electricity (COE) advantage over fission breeder and coal power plants. 

Relative to a Light Water Reactor (LWR), the fusion plant would derive a 20% 

advantage in savings on fuel cycle costs. If the fusion technology costs are reduced to 

20% of the total, then they may be traded off against the 20% premium for breeders 

over LWR. With a 40% higher electrical generating efficiency, fusion would gain 20%, 

since fission reactor costs scale approximately as the square root of the electrical 

power. Then with a steam supply system cost comparable to that of an LWR, fusion's 

overall advantage would be 40-50%. Such a fusion power plant would have a similar 

cost advantage over coal, since coal and breeders have approximately equal costs. 

Further cost reductions are possible if the fusion reactor could be made 

inherently safe and qualify for conventional (non-nuclear) construction methods. If 

fusion's SSS cost could be reduced to that of coal's SSS plus pollution control devices, 

and if the fusion technology costs could be reduced to less than 10% of the total cost 

then fusion energy would cost half as much as coal energy. At this asymptotic limit 

the capital cost of the fusion plant would approach that of a coal plant with 

antipollution devices. 

A PROMISING EXAMPLE 

Are any of the nuclear fusion systems represented at this conference in principle 

able to achieve such cost reductions? I should like to briefly discuss a particular 

example from the field of inertial fusion which suggests that such low cost fusion 

energy may be possible. 
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The CASCADE ICF reactor concept"' achieve, an extraordinarily high operating 

temperature and utilizes this high temperature to achieve higho" electrical generating 

efficiency. The walls of a rotating fusion reaction chamber are insulated by a 

relatively thick cemrifugally impelled layer of Li-ceramic pellets. These moving 

pellets transport heat to a heat exchanger coupled to closed system containing He gas 

coolant. The high temperature He gas drives a gas turbine in a 55% efficient Brayton 

cycle. The ceramic pellet surface temperature is approximately MOCK, and the He 

outlet temperature is about 1300°K. 

The feasibility and cost of CASCADE have been evaluated by a General Atomic 

Technologies group in San Diego '. According to the GA analysis, the CASCADE 

system is probably inherently safe. It may avoid the need for nuclear quality 

components, and for dedicated safety systems. It may allow use of conventional 

construction methods. With conventional construction, the capital cost is 

1800$/KWe. The electricity cost is 3.4 cents/KW-hr. This is to be compared to 3.7, 4 

and 4.9 cents per KW-hr for LWR, HTCR, and coal plants using the same cost 

estimation methodology. For breeder reactors the costs might be 20% higher than 

LWR, or 4.5 cents/KW hr. Tht;'s CASCADE would be 25-30% cheaper than its fission 

and fossil competition in the next century. With nuclear construction methods 

CASCADE would have a 10% advantage (4.1t/Kwhr). 

In this GA analysis forty percent of the capital cost is due to the driver and 

target factory. It is expected that these fusion technology costs can be reduced 

two-fold by technological advances. This would provide an additional 20% reduction 

in capital and energy costs.. 
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Further cost reductions could be achieved by timesharing the driver and target 

factory with future reactors constructed at the same site to meet growth in electrical 

demand By these means the CASCADE COE may be reduced to less than 2.5<t/KWehr 

and the capital cost to less than 1200$/KWe. Then CASCADE'S COE would be 

approximately half the projected costs of fission breeders and of coal fired plants. In 

addition, CASCADE'S capital costs would approach those of coal. 

PROSPECTS FOR DRIVER COST REDUCTIONS 

The costs of heavy ion induction linac ICF drivers may be reduced to levels 

substantially below those assumed in the GA study. Recently an important 

breakthrough has been made in ths heavy ion linac program at Lawrence Berkeley 

Laboratory . Operation with charge state three ions now appears to be feasible. 

This breakthrough would reduce the driver length and cost threefold. LBL scientists 

estimate the overal' accelerator efficiency would be more than 30%. With a 55% 

CASCADE efficiency, a 30% accelerator efficiency, anC moderate target gains (100), 

only 7% of the electricity generated by the power plant would be recirculated 

internally to power the driver. Other low cost 1CF driver options also show promise, 

e.g. light ions '. 

SCIENTIFIC FEASIBILITY AND BEYOND 

Before the economic potential of fusion can be realized, scientific feasibility must 

be achieved. MFE may demonstrate scientific feasibility in the next 5-10 years. The 

ICF program may also be able to demonstrate scientific feasibility during the 1990's. 

Unfortunately some of the most important ICF progress is classified. The critically 

important beam target coupling problem has been solved by reducing the ontical 

wavelength of laser drivers and by uiiing ions in charged particle accelerators. 
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Laser driven implosions of DT to more than 100 times liquid density are now well 

diagnosed. Higher compressions to the required 1000 times liquid density is the next 

step. Hohlraum targets - the mainline approach in the U.S ICF program - are well 

matched to both the CASCADE reactor and the heavy ion driver. 

For both ICF jnd MFE, economics, not physics, now seems to be the major 

obstacle to demonstra'.ing scientific feasibility. The principal challenge is how to 

obtain the billion dollars required to build machines large enough to demonstrate 

scientific feasibility. For MFE, the billion dollar step may be accelerated by the 

Gorbechev-Reagan submit agreement. ICF has three options - two of which are 

unclassified. Develop a much cheaper driver, e.g. the compact torus accelerator ' or 

the light ion pulsed power machine, and/or build a multimegajoule driver for national 

security applications. 

Beyond scientific feasibility there is an even greater challenge how to obtain the 

ten billion dollars required to develop a practical power plant. Such funding can only 

be obtained if fusion can offer the potential of a substantia) commerc'al advantage 

over competing fission and fossil power plants. Many nations would have compelling 

multi-trillion dollar financial incentives to invest in the development of low cost 

energy systems. 

THE CHALLENGE 

If low cost nuclear energy systems emerge m this century or early in the next, 

then the Hoyles optimism may not be premature. If nuclear energy's highest 

economic potential encompasses sufficiently low costs, and ^an be realized soon 

enough, then historians of the future may well see the discovery of nuclear energy as 

one of the most important event of the ?0th century - important because it averted 

global climate disaster, facilitated the industrialization of the third world, 

accelerated the economic growth of all nations, preserved the world's fossil resources 

for future generations, and provided a virtually inexhaustible energy source. 
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